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The buffa ariain Mozart's Vienna
JOHN PLATOFF

Like the modern romance novel or murder mystery, late-eighteenth-century
opera buffa is a thoroughly conventional genre.1 Standard plot devices, stock
charactersand vocal types, and particularkinds of musical number appear again
and again,2 and any reasonably comprehensive understanding of the genre
requires that we recognise these familiar patterns in text and music. This is
especially important in the case of Mozart, who lies at the heart of our interest
in the repertory: while his operas are routinely praised for their uniqueness
and originality, we can evaluate these claims only by addressing the formal
and stylistic procedures that served as his immediate context.
The present enquiry will concentrate on the normative dramatic structure
of the period: the solo aria. Opera buffa of the classical period uses various
types of aria, sung in particular situations and by particularkinds of character.
The use of these types responds to a number of factors: the social class of the
character and his or her position as parte seria, mezzo carattere or parte buffa;
the character's vocal range; the 'status' of the role (whether for prima donna
or secondo buffo, for example); and the emotion appropriate to the moment.
The gamut runs from a lightweight aria in 6/8 for a female servant to the leading
soprano's rondo,3 but one of the clearest conventional types is the buffa aria
for the leading comic bass (what we would today call a baritone). Buffa arias
appear in nearly all the Italian comic operas in the Viennese repertory of the
1780s,4 forming a coherent group in textual organisation, musical style and
structure. A close examination of this group thus also provides an appropriate
context in which to reconsider several of Mozart's most famous arias.
By recognising the common elements between the buffa arias of Mozart and
those of his leading operatic rivals, we can begin to address what Daniel Heartz
has called 'a blind spot in Mozart scholarship'.5 Moreover, as we shall see
1 I am
grateful to the National Endowment for the Humanities for researchsupport, and
to Wye Allanbrook, Mary Hunter and James Webster for many valuable suggestions.
2
See, for example, Michael F. Robinson, 'Mozart and the Opera Buffa Tradition', in Tim
Carter, W. A. Mozart: 'Le nozze di Figaro', Cambridge Opera Handbooks (Cambridge,
1987), 13-14 and 23-4.
3 The rond6 is a
showpiece aria in two tempos (slow-fast), in which the main theme of
each section returns at least once. See Daniel Heartz, 'Mozart and his Italian
Contemporaries: La clemenza di Tito', Mozart-Jahrbuch(1978-79), 281-3.
4 There were
approximately seventy-five opere buffe performed in Vienna during the 1780s,
and about twenty of them were written between Mozart's arrivalthere in 1781 and the
premiere of Cosifan tutte in 1790. For a list of the latter group see John Platoff, 'Musical
and Dramatic Structurein the Opera Buffa Finale', Journal of Musicology, 7 (1989), 230.
5 Heartz
(see n. 3), 280.
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later, such comparative enquiries raise broader questions. Releasing Mozart's
operas from the lonely splendour in which they are normally discussed encourages a new look at some of the analytical terms used to describe them, and
may for example cast doubt on the widely-held view that operatic numbers
from the late eighteenth century - in particular those of Mozart - consistently
rely on sonata form, or on the somewhat more broadly conceived 'sonata principle', to achieve their most telling dramaticeffects.6

1

The typical opera buffa involves a pair of lovers whose attempts to marry,
initially opposed by one or more characters, eventually succeed. And the main
opposition usually comes from the basso buffo. He may be the young lady's
father, who dislikes her marriage out of vanity (and the hope of making noble
connections), greed or some mistakenly bad impression of her suitor; if he
is her guardian, he may want to marry her himself; or he may be a good-hearted
fellow with an extremely short temper, or under the spell of a crackpot philosopher, or even the philosopher himself.7 Whatever the details, the primo buffo,
like the principal lovers and the various supporting characters, appears in opera
after opera, a true embodiment of the genre.
In Vienna this role was usually sung by the great Italian bass Francesco
Benucci, the most important and highly appreciatedmember of the Italianoperatic troupe established in Vienna after the failure of Joseph II's National Singspiel.
He sang in Vienna from 1783 to 1795, with only brief interruptions for commitments elsewhere; and in a city where opera buffa dominated the repertory his
talents as a singer and comic actor made him even more highly prized than
the leading soprano, Nancy Storace.8 Although Benucci created the roles of
Figaro and Guglielmo, and was the first Viennese Leporello, he was more highly
acclaimed for roles in operas by other composers: Dr Bartolo in the lengthy
Viennese run of Paisiello's II barbiere di Siviglia, and the irascible old man
or comically misguided lover in operas by Paisiello, Martin y Soler, Salieri
and Cimarosa. Contemporary accounts - including those in Mozart's letters

6

7

8

Theconceptof a 'sonataprinciple'was firstdiscussedby EdwardT. Cone, in Musical
Formand MusicalPerformance
(New York, 1968),76-7.
We findthe amorousguardianin II barbieredi Siviglia(PetroselliniandPaisiello,1782);
the vainfatherin II re Teodoroin Venezia(CastiandPaisiello,1784)andII matrimonio
segreto(BertatiandCimarosa,1792);the greedy(if affectionate)fatherin La cifra(Da
PonteandSalieri,1789);the short-tempered
guardianin II burberodi buoncuore(Da
PonteandMartiny Soler,1786);andcomicphilosophersandtheirstudentsin II
Demogorgone(Da PonteandRighini,1786)andDemocritocorretto(Brunatiand
Dittersdorf,1787).
SeeJosephII's letterof 29 September1786,quotedin Otto Michtner,Das alte Burgtheater
als Opernbuhne(Vienna,1970),227, andmoreextensivelyin DanielHeartz,'Constructing
Le nozze di Figaro',Journalof the RoyalMusicalAssociation,112(1987),78-9.
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- attest to the high regard in which Benucci was held by professionals and
opera-lovers alike.9
While the buffa aria was created long before the rise of Benucci,'1 his comic
talents clearly contributed to its frequent use in Vienna. (It is surely no coincidence that some operas in which Benucci did not appear have no full-scale
buffa arias.11) Generally the Benucci character had two solo numbers in an
opera, at least one of which would be a buffa aria - an extended and openly
comic piece. If the character were involved in the love intrigue, the other aria
might be a more lyric or 'amoroso' piece in which he admitted his love or
attempted to woo his beloved. 12 Otherwise, both ariastended to be comic.
The central purpose of a buffa aria was to afford a talented singer and actor
an extended opportunity for comic expression, and this demanded a relatively
expansive piece in which the humour and excitement could build gradually.
In 'Sorger dobbiam dal letto' from Da Ponte's and Righini's II Demogorgone
(Vienna, 1786), Demogorgone, a self-important philosopher, holds forth to an
unwilling pupil about his intended course of instruction.13 He is only one
of several instances of such philosophic types, who favour a comically ascetic
regime of early rising, little contact with food, drink and women, and concentration on the beauties of the rural landscape.14The lengthy text - thirty-six
lines - divides into two sharply contrasting sections.15
9 SeeMichaelKelly'sreportof Benuccisinging'Non piu andrai'to the greatdelightof
Mozart(Reminiscences
of MichaelKelly[London,1826],quotedin Heartz,'Lenozze',
91). For furtheraccountssee Heartz,'Settingthe Stagefor Figaro',TheMusicalTimes,
127
256-60, andMichtner,149-51, 158,240-1 and302 n. 7.
10 Two(1986),
earlierexamplesof buffaariasare'Non comodaall'amante',from
representative
Goldoni'sandPiccinni'sLa buonafigliuola(1760),and'Peresempio:quandoviene',from
Coltellini'sandGassmann'sLa contessina(1770).
1 Forexample,Mazzola'sandWeigl'sIlpazzoperforza (1788).EitherFrancescoBussani
or StefanoMandini,bothof whomfrequentlyplayedsecondarybufforoles,sangthe primo
buffowhen Benuccidid not appear.
12 In Il barbiere,Bartolo's'Seghidiglia
Spagnuola'.Seealso 'Mapiano;adagioandiamo'from
Democritocorretto.
13 Therole of Demogorgonemayhavebeenwrittenfor Benucci.ChristopherRaeburn,'An
Eveningat Sch6nbrunn',MusicReview, 16 (1955),109-10,claimsthattenorMichaelKelly
but the
sangit, referringto a somewhatinconclusivepassagein Kelly'sReminiscences;
partwas clearlywrittenfor a baritone.
14 Fora similartype, see Democritocorretto,whichfeaturesboth the philosopherDemocrito
andhis reluctantdiscipleStrabone.
15 The differencesbetweenthesesectionsareclearoncewe considerthe organisation
of Italian
lyricverse.The standardline(a versopiano)hasits principalaccenton the penultimate
syllable;versisdrucciolifollow the finalaccentwith two unaccentedsyllables;versitronchi
end on the accentedsyllable.Thislasttype normallyservesto endstanzas,thoughtronchi
maybe usedat otherpoints. Syllabicline-lengthsarecountedin termsof versipiani,
so thata troncolinewith six syllables,apianolinewith sevenanda sdrucciololinewith
eightwould allbe examplesof settenario(a seven-syllableline). Accordingto thismethod
of counting,the othercommonline-lengthsarequinario(fivesyllables),senario(six
syllables),ottonario(eightsyllables),decasillabo(tensyllables)andendecasillabo
(eleven
syllables).A stanzagenerallycontainsfourto six lines,with linkedrhymes(suchas abac
or aabcbd),andconcludeswith a versotronco.Thefinaltroncolinesof subsequentstanzas
oftenrhymewith one another.
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Sorgerdobbiamdalletto
Al sorgeredel sole,
Allor l'animasuole
Udir con piiudiletto
I1ver che a lei dimostra
Laplacidaragion.
Andrempervalli, e monti
A contemplarnatura,
Trai fiori, e la verdura,
Tragli arboscellie i fonti,
Ora leggendoTullio,
Orail divinPlaton.
Poi vesti simili
Pigliarbisogna:
Questea un filosofo
Fannovergogna:
Fuggirgli stolidi
Vanidiletti
Contrarial nettare
De' mieiprecetti,
Mangiarpochissimo,
Bereancormeno,
Onde a l'indocile
Sensopor freno;
E se maifemmina
Vi vien davanti
II guardotorcere
Da quegliincanti,
Porlain deriso
Se vi disprezza,
Riderlein viso
Sevi accarezza,
Cosi comandavi
Demogorgon.
Eccovi, o giovane,
La mia lezion. 16

We mustget out of bed
at sunrise,
so as with the spiritof the sun
to hearwith greaterdelight
the truththat
calmreasonshowsyou.
Let us walkamonghills andvalleys
to contemplatenature,
amongthe flowersandthe greenery,
the shrubsandthe streams,
now readingTullius,
now the immortalPlato.
Thenyou will need
clotheslike these;
thosewould causeshame
to a philosopher;
flee the silly
vaindelights
contraryto the purity
of my precepts;
eatverylittle,
drinkstillless,
in orderto calm
unrulyfeelings;
andif a woman
everapproachesyou,
avertyour eyes
fromhercharms,
treatherwith derision
if she scornsyou,
laughin herface
if she caressesyou;
thesearethe commandsof
Demogorgone.
That,youngman,
is my lesson.

The firstpartof 'Sorgerdobbiamdal letto' comprisesa pairof regularsix-line
stanzasin settenario.The second and longer section- in the new poetic metre
of quinario17 is constructedmuchmorefreely:insteadof stanzas,a succession
of versipiani and sdrucciolicontinuesto line 34, where a troncoline prepares

16
17

The lettersto the left show the rhymescheme,versisdruccioliin italics,versitronchi
in bold.
The layoutfollows the printedlibretto(Vienna:Kurzbek[sic],c. 1786),althoughthe
metremayactuallybe quinariodoppio,with sdrucciolion the firstverseof nearlyevery
pair.
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the finalcouplet. In contrastto the more organisedrhymeschemein the sestets
of the opening section, lines 13-34 rhyme by pairs of even-numberedlines.
Sincethe odd-numberedlines end in sdruccioli- whichtendto attachthemselves
to the subsequentline - the rhyme scheme createsa sing-song effect. (Some
comictextsfurtheraccentuatethis by rhymingin anaabbccpattern.)The second
partof the textcreatesa senseof acceleration:thelinesareshorter,andDemogorgone's directivescome in four-line groups ratherthan six-line stanzas. The
accelerationcomplementsa progressionfrommildlyunpleasantstrictures,such

as rising with the sun and walking in the countryside, to more ridiculous ones,
such as eating very little and scorning the advances of women. The final couplet
(in other arias this is sometimes a quatrain) serves as an envoi or 'tag line':
words which a composer could repeat to good effect at the end of the aria.
'Sorger dobbiam' typifies the buffa aria text: it is considerably longer and
- at least in its second part - freer than most other aria texts in Viennese opera
buffa. A further buffa aria text, that of Leporello's 'Catalogue Aria', reveals
much the same structure. Its two quatrainsof decasillaboarefollowed by twentytwo lines of ottonario, divided by tronco lines into a six-line and then a sixteenline group. The ottonario section uses both alternating and immediate rhymes,
and Da Ponte takes advantageof strong accents on the third and seventh syllables
to create a sing-song rhythm.18 The last two lines provide the envoi: 'Purche
porti la gonnella / Voi sapete quel che fa' [So long as she wears a skirt, you
know what he'll do]. As Tim Carter has pointed out, several arias in Figaro
employ these textual features: lengthy texts in two poetic metres, the first section
in regular stanzas, the second free and concluding with an envoi.19 And they
also occur in buffa arias from non-Mozartian works, with libretti by Da Ponte
and others.20
The musical settings of Viennese buffa arias exhibit as many common features
as do their texts. These pieces most often use a neutral 4/4 time signature and
a tempo of Allegro or Allegro moderato,21 and they avoid certain characteristics associated with seria arias: long, formal opening ritornellos, melismatic
singing and coloratura, wide leaps between long notes, sustained high notes
and the broad duple rhythms of the 'exalted march'.22Buffa arias rely instead
on two distinct melodic styles, both of which occur in 'Veramente ho torto,
e vero', sung by Dr Bartolo in Paisiello's II barbiere di Siviglia (Ex. 1). The
18

Especially in lines such as 'V'han fra queste contadine, / Cameriere, cittadine, / V'han
contesse, baronesse, / Marchesane, principesse', which rhyme aabb and in which the third
line contains an internal rhyme.
19 Carter
(see n. 2), 80-1.
20
See, for example, 'In quegli anni in cui solea' from Da Ponte's and Martin y Soler's Una
cosa rara (1786), and 'Ma piano; adagio andiamo' from Democrito corretto.
21
Unless they have multiple tempos, as discussed later.
22
For a discussion of some stylistic features of seria arias in opera buffa, see Mary Hunter,
'Text, Music, and Drama in Haydn's Italian Opera Arias: Four Case Studies', Journal
of Musicology, 7 (1989), 32-8, 42. The term 'exalted march' is used by Wye Jamison
Allanbrook, Rhythmic Gesture in Mozart: 'Le nozze di Figaro' and 'Don Giovanni'
(Chicago, 1983), 19 andpassim, to describe the solemn, almost ecclesiastical style adopted
by noble and serious charactersin the expression of grand and passionate sentiments, as
in Donna Anna's 'Or sai chi l'onore'.
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Petrosellini and Paisiello: II barbieredi Siviglia, Act I scene 9:
'Veramente ho torto, e vero': a) bars 20-34; b) bars 71-77.
a)

Dr Bartolo
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Ex. 1

first, a kind of neutraldeclamatorysinging, sets each line of text as a two-bar
phrasethat begins on a weak beat and whose final accentedsyllable(normally
the penultimate)falls on a downbeat(see Ex. la, bars20-26). The basicfeature
of this style - the successionof discretetwo-barphrases- appearsfrequently,
in ensemblesand finalesas well as arias.23Its declamatoryqualityderivesboth
from the consistentlysyllabic setting of the text and the mechanicallyregular
rhythm.Restsnormallyseparatethe two-barsettingsof individuallines- which
thereforedo not flow into one anotheras in morelyricalarias- andeachphrase
tends to move from one chord-toneto another,often resultingin a ratherdull
melodicprofile.Theeffect,thoughnot inherentlycomic,is certainlynon-lyrical.
The secondmelodicstyle ubiquitousin comic numbersis rapidpatter,which
servesto depictrage,fear,joy or some otherstrongemotion.Patterdeclamation
compressesthe two-bar settings of lines to one bar. The final accent of each
line still falls on a downbeat, but the note values are roughly halved so that
the line begins after the downbeat of the precedingbar, as in bars 30-34 of
23 This style is discussed in more detail in Platoff (see n. 4), 199. Not all ariasreiterate
the rhythmic pattern quite as mechanically as Ex. 1. Friedrich Lippmann, 'Mozart und
der Vers', Analecta Musicologica, 18 (1978), 117, notes that Paisiello in particulartends
to maintain a single rhythmic pattern for a considerable time.
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Ex. la. While two-bar line settings frequently leave room for a rest between
lines, one-bar patter settings tend to run continuously into each other, allowing
the singer to declaim several lines in rapid succession for comic effect.
The interaction of neutraltwo-bar declamation and fasterpattersettings varies,
but certain general principles apply. The buffa aria has two dramatic aims: to
set the stage for a comic outburst and then to provide that outburst, making
full use of the vocal and dramatic talents of the singer. The first aim relies
on two-bar text declamation: the slower style, used extensively in the first part
of an aria, enables the audience to understand clearly the motives from which
the frenzy will grow. Conversely, patter most often occurs in the second, freer
part of the aria. A sense of acceleration and gathering energy, often of being
nearly out of control, ideally suits the climax of a comic number, in which
the comprehensibility of the words - usually repeated many times - is a lower
priority. Some arias even feature a second level of patter, in which composers
shorten the note values still further to fit each line of text into a half bar (see
Ex. lb). This 'second-order' patter is typically held in reserve until after the
original patter has been presented, thus serving as the comic high point of the
piece. The envoi may then either cap this final flurry of rapid declamation,
and be repeated several times in succession, or it may stand apart, sung more
slowly to emphasise its message.
2

That buffa arias rely on neutral declamatory singing and then on fast patter
will surprise no one familiarwith opera buffa in its late-eighteenth-century form.
But, as mentioned in the introduction, study of these arias as a group - and
particularly of their recurring patterns of structure - serves to highlight other,
perhaps less immediately obvious stylistic features. It suggests, for one thing,
that despite scholarly claims to the contrary the instrumentally-based concept
of 'sonata form' is less useful as a general analytical yardstick than is one based
directly on the two-part structure of the aria text and the two styles of declamation discussed above. We can take as a first example 'L'anno mille settecento',
a buffa aria from Da Ponte's and Salieri's La cifra (1789). Its text is a rambling
narrative in which the peasant Rusticone (a role created by Benucci) attempts
to obscure the fact that one of the two daughtershe claims as his own is adopted,
and is in fact the offspring of a count. It consists of a quintain, two freely
constructed seven-line stanzas with paired rhymes, and two closing quatrains
in which Rusticone first sums up his tale and then, in the envoi, privately
rejoices in its success.
a
b
a
c

L'annomillesettecento
Cinquantotto,o poco piu;
Fortealpunto, stateattento:
Mi sposai con una giovane

In the yearone thousandsevenhundred
andfifty eight,or aboutthen;
hereis the point, pay attention:
I marrieda young girl,
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Fior di grazie, e di virtu.
Tre figliuole il Ciel mi die,
Perche una, e due fan tre;
E fan tre nel modo istesso
Una, un'altra, e un'altra appresso.
In vent'anni tre figliuole,
Che per altro or son due sole,
Perche l'altrapiu non c'e.
Non e poi la gran famiglia;
E si trattache ogni figlia,
Benche resti senza madre,
Quando e figlia di suo padre,
Bella o brutta, brutta o bella,
Sempre e figlia, sempre e quella,
E si deve maritar.
Questo conto e cosi chiaro,
Che l'intende anche un notaro,
Lo so io, lo sanno tutti,
Qui non v'e da dubitar.
(Glie l'ho fatta, son confusi,
Son storditi, son delusi:
Che piacere, che spassetto,
Piu non san cosa pensar.)24

a flowerof graceandvirtue.
Heavengaveme threedaughters,
becauseone andtwo makethree;
they makethreein the sameway;
one, another,andthenanother.
In twentyyearsthreedaughters,
who arenow howeveronly two,
becausethe otheris no more.
It is not a big family;
andthe pointis thateachdaughter,
althoughbeingwithouta mother,
when she is herfather'sdaughter,
prettyor ugly, ugly or pretty,
she is still a daughter,still she is,
andshe mustbe married.
This storyis so clear
thatevena notarycouldunderstandit;
I know it, everyoneknowsit,
andthere'sno reasonto doubt.
(I'vedoneit, they'reconfused,
they'restunned,they'redeluded:
whatpleasure,whatamusement,
they no longerknow whatto think.)

After a brief introductory ritornello, the aria opens with a standard exposition.25 Its first group provides the neutral, stage-setting passage that serves
as precursor to the comedy. The initial quintain is set to a closed period concluding with a full tonic cadence, after which lines 6-9 make a transition towards
the dominant (see Fig. 1). The second group (given in Ex. 2, bars 34-69) uses
the remainderof the text - except for the envoi - and develops comic momentum.
The period in bars 34-54 opens with two-bar phrases but continues flexibly,
incorporating patter in bars 38 and 43-45 and concluding with a repeated cadential phrase (bars 50-52 and 52-54). The subsequent two short periods (bars
54-61 and 61-69), in which Rusticone sums up his story, rely on patter singing
to create the climax of the exposition. In the first period a melodic pattern
initially one bar long (marked x) gives way in bar 57 to a two-beat pattern
(marked y). This shorter pattern, which creates a sense of faster pace, occurs
repeatedly in the second period. As is typical, both periods abandon patter

24
25

fromtheMilanlibretto(Gio.Battista
Thetextis reproduced
Bianchi,c. 1790[US-Wc:
Schatz9281]),withminorchanges
fromSalieri's
score(A-Wn:16.514).
autograph
inthiscontextrefersto a sectionthatpresents
musical
inthe
'Exposition'
paragraphs
tonicandthena contrasting
withaconfirming
cadence
key(virtually
alwaysthedominant),
inthatkey.It doesnotimplythepresentation
of thematic
material
thatwillreturnlater
inthemovement.
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Fig. 1. Da Ponte andSalieri:La cifra,II, 20: 'L'annomillesettecento'.
to conclude with two-bar cadential ideas, repeated in the second case to mark
the end of the exposition.
The second half of the aria comprises the 'tonal return section'. As the term
suggests, this section remains largely in the tonic; but the return to the home
key, a moment of crucial importance in an instrumental sonata movement,
receives relatively little emphasis here.26It occurs within two bars (bars 72-73),
as a tonic chord in Bb becomes V7 in Eb through the addition of the seventh,
a moment not marked by a cadence but subordinated to the continuity of a
section that will conclude with a strong cadence eight bars later (see bars 69-81
in Ex. 2). The lack of emphasis at bar 73 is particularly clear in comparison
with the strong articulation marking the end of the exposition (at bar 69), an
important moment because it concludes the public part of Rusticone's peroration
and separates it from the final quatrain, delivered as an aside. The latter begins
unobtrusively and, as mentioned above, builds to the cadence at bar 81.
While the aria minimises the point of tonal return, it focuses energy on the
end of the long tonic section (and thus the end of the piece). The second half
of the aria is in ABAC form. The two A sections (bars 69-81 and 104-14),
which set Rusticone's triumphant aside, are equivalent except that the second
omits the two bars in which the first A section returns from V to I. In the
long B section, Rusticone repeats in r'nid patter much of the story already
told in the first half of the aria. And in C, a stretta marked 'piu allegro', he
enthusiastically restates both final quatrains. Both the repeated passage (A) and
the reiteration in patter of earlier text (B) are typical of tonal return sections.
Their presence clearly serves the needs of structuralbalanceand comic expression
rather than those of the 'story', since the entire text has been heard by bar
81. But this structural balance does not depend on the sonata principle, with
its call for the non-tonic thematic material of the exposition to return in the
tonic. Salieri's tonal return section has virtually no thematic connection to the
exposition (beyond the conventional rhythmic patterns of the one- and two-bar
26 The term derives from
Hunter (see n. 22), 40, who uses it to describe through-composed

arias by Haydn 'in which the tonic make[s] a structuralreturn, but is not accompanied
by thematic materialfrom the exposition'. I use the term more broadly here, referring
to the second portion of an ariaeven if the return to the tonic is not highly articulated.
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Da Ponteand Salieri:La cifra,Act II scene20:
'L'annomille settecento',bars34-81.
(Violins,voiceand bass-lineonly)
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Ex. 2

phrase units).27Instead, its sheer length balancesthe first part of the aria,
andas the sectionprogressesit becomesmorecomicandincreasinglyenergetic,
relying on patter singing and a faster tempo for an exciting ending. The smugness
of Rusticone's aside, first heard in bars 74-81, becomes doubly effective the
second time, after a long and deliberately aimless passage in which he needlessly
retells his story. And this repeated aside leads to the faster, climactic stretta.
Salieri's aria remains, however, a less-than-perfect illustration in one respect:
27

Somebuffaariasrestatein the tonalreturnsectionmaterialeitherfromthe firstor the
secondgroupof the exposition,thoughnot fromboth;a largernumberdo not restate

previous thematic material.
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exceptfor its fastercoda it stays in one tempo throughout.The lackof thematic
connectionbetweenexpositionandtonalreturnsectionis evenmorepronounced
in buffa ariaswith more than one tempo - and this group comprisesat least
halfof the Vienneserepertoryof the 1780s.In a two-tempoariathe firstsection,
most often an Andante,will form the exposition;28if the ariahas threetempos
the expositionwill be divided in two, with the first group either an Andante
or a fast tempo and the second a contrastingAndanteor Larghetto,usually
in 3/4 or 6/8.29 In either case the final tempo (Allegro or faster) provides the
tonal return section, without any reference to earlierthematic material.
3

In an era when the operas of Mozart's contemporaries have largely disappeared
from the repertory, studies of them can often best be justified by the new insights
they offer into Mozart's own works. Mozart remains our focus, even if we
have largely moved beyond the approach that bases musical history on the
study of a few 'geniuses' and their 'masterpieces'. And in light of Mozart's
careful attention in the 1780s to operatic style in Vienna, the resemblances
between his buffa arias and those of Salierior Paisiello are by no means unexpected. 'Aprite un po' quegli occhi', Figaro's outburst of jealous rage in Act IV
of Le nozze di Figaro, exemplifies with particularclarity the two-part structure
of the buffa aria, with the opening stanzas (two quatrains of settenario) setting
the scene for a subsequent outburst of comic energy (a free section of nineteen
lines in senario).30What is more, its music relies for comic effect on the same
melodic styles and formal principles as 'L'anno mille settecento': hardly surprising, as both arias were designed to exploit the vocal and dramatic talents of
Francesco Benucci.
a
a
b
c
(5) d
e
e
c
f
(10) g
f
28

29
30

Apriteun po' quegliocchi
Uomini incautie sciocchi,
Guardatequestefemmine,
Guardatecosason.
QuestechiamateDee
Dagliingannatisensi,
A cui tributaincensi
Ladeboleragion.
Son stregheche incantano
Perfarcipenar,
Sireneche cantano

Just openyour eyes,
you rashandfoolishmen,
andlook at thesewomen,
see whatthey reallyare.
Thesegoddesses,so called
by the intoxicatedsenses,
to whom feeblereason
offerstribute.
They arewitcheswho castspells
for our torment,
sirenswho sing

For example,'Quelche spessoveroappare'fromBrunati'sandStorace'sGli sposi
malcontenti(1785).
See'Sorgerdobbiamdalletto'fromII Demogorgone,whosetextis givenon p. 102.
Heartz,'Lenozze' (see n. 8), 88-9, pointsout the resemblances
betweenthisariaand
'Veramenteho torto, e vero'fromPaisiello'sII barbiere(Ex. 1). SeealsoHermannAbert,
W.A. Mozart:NeubearbeiteteunderweiterteAusgabevon OttoJahnsMozart,2 vols.,
8thedn (Leipzig,1973-75),I, 363, who showsa connectionbetween'Apriteun po"
andan ariafromPaisiello'sII re Teodoro.
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Perfarciaffogar;
g
h
Civetteche allettano
i
Pertrarcile piume,
Cometeche brillano
(15) j
i
Pertoglierciillume;
k
Son rose spinose,
k
Sonvolpi vezzose,
I
Son orse benigne,
1
Colombemaligne,
(20)
m
Maestred'inganni,
m
Amiched'affanni,
n
Che fingono,mentono,
n
Amorenon sentono,
Non sentonpieta.
(25) o
p IIrestonol dico,
o
Gia ognunolo sa.
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for our confusion;
nightowls who fascinate
to pluckus,
cometswho dazzle
to depriveus of light;
they arethornedroses,
alluringvixens,
smilingshe-bears,
maligndoves,
mastersof deceit,
loversof anxiety,
who cheatandlie,
who feel no love
andhaveno pity.
The restI neednot say,
for everyonealreadyknowsit.

Da Ponte's text depicts ruefulness gradually growing into expressive (and
comic) fury, from the warnings of the opening two quatrains to increasingly
fanciful and rapid-fire metaphors. The music accordingly avoids sharp breaks
within the first setting of the text (bars 24-70), moving in a carefully controlled
build-up of energy from the neutral phrases of the exposition to ever-faster
patter in the tonal return section. In the exposition (bars24-48) the two quatrains
are set to tonic and dominant paragraphs respectively, with each line of text
sung to a two-bar phrase. Unlike Salieri's aria, where a break was dramatically
appropriate, the end of Mozart's exposition is not markedby elaboratecadences.
Patter dominates the rest of the piece, as Figaro characterises the cruelty and
deceitfulness of women.
The tonal return section begins with patter in bar 49 (see Ex. 3), but the
lines are initially paired in two-bar phrases. As in 'L'anno mille settecento'
the music moves easily from V to I, with I in the dominant becoming V7 in
the tonic, Mozart smoothing over the tonal shift by placing it within a sequence
(markedwith brackets in bars 53-57). At bar 57 the one-bar phrases, immediately
repeated, create a sense of acceleration. The build-up is intensified by the faster,
'second-order' patter beginning in bar 61 and by a climb to climactic high Ebs
in bars 64-66 following a crescendo toforte. The period then closes with two-bar
cadential phrases carrying the envoi: 'II resto nol dico, / Gia ognuno lo sa'
[The rest I need not say, / for everyone already knows it].31 The increasingly
excited music of bars 49-70 is clearly the comic centre of the aria; we are not
surprised to hear the passage again, only slightly changed, in bars 77-102. And
in between Figaro briefly returns to the beginning of his complaint, just as
Rusticone more expansively retold his tale. At the end of the aria Figaro, like
31

Thefactthatbothcomposers
werewritingforBenuccimaycontribute
to thesimilarities
betweenthe patterbuild-upin bars57-66 of Mozart'sariaandbars55-65 and74-81
of 'L'anno mille settecento'.
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Da Ponte and Mozart: Le nozze di Figaro, Act II scene 26:
'Aprite un po' quegl'occhi', bars 47-71.
47 Figaro
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Ex. 3

Rusticone, restates the envoi several times, in the process making the famous
joke in which the horn-calls suggest the cuckold.
Several common features emerge from this comparative consideration of arias
by Salieri and Mozart. Each piece moves from a relatively neutral beginning
to an energetic, comic continuation based on patter singing, with two or more
high points. The tonal return section of each ariarelies on new thematic material,
not on materialfrom the exposition. Continuous phrases smooth over the return
to the tonic after the exposition: there is no sense of this return being a crucial
point of articulation. Finally, ends of sections (ratherthan beginnings) are highly
articulated. This is most clear in the closing cadences of the expositions
(especially emphatic in 'L'anno mille settecento') and in the repeated energetic
cadential phrases that conclude periods within the tonal return section (bars
66-70 and 94-102 in 'Aprite un po"). By contrast, the tonal return section
of each ariabegins unobtrusively, without particularlystriking melodic ideas.
Other buffa arias by Mozart operate according to similar guiding principles,
even though their formal plans may vary. In the 'Catalogue Aria', for instance,
the exposition and tonal return section are in different tempos. While this is
quite common, the unusual progression from a fast to a slow tempo means
that the ariacannot end with rapid excited patter.32Therefore both the introductory section (bars 1-16) and the comic build-up of patter singing occur within
the exposition, the latter section laid out in an ABAB' pattern (as might be
found in a tonal return section). In bars 16-37 in the tonic (and the equivalent
bars 49-71 in the dominant), Leporello reports the total number of Don
Giovanni's conquests, country by country. The two passages of patter (bars
37-49 and 71-84) list the variety of social types found in the catalogue - the
farm girls, countesses and others. The first passage, which modulates to the
dominant, uses patter lines initially separated by four-beat rests, for an effect
of gradual acceleration. But the second passage jumps suddenly into continuous
patter at bar 71, the quaver motion soon taken up by the entire orchestra for
the climax of the Allegro, and is concluded by a pair of emphatic cadential
phrases. In effect the Allegro exposition comprises both the dramaticand comic
32 The same progression also occurs in Figaro's 'Scorsi gia molti paesi' from II barbiere.
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functions usually accomplished by a complete buffa aria. The Andante that
follows has a different purpose: it presents the more subtly comic scene of
Leporello describing Don Giovanni's seduction techniques while aping them
to the strains of an elegant minuet.33
4
What do pieces like these have to do with sonata form? Some writers have
asserted that operatic numbers of the Classical period (or at least those by
Mozart) rely on sonata form principles as much as do instrumental movements,
though slightly more general terms like 'sonata style' or 'sonata principle' are
sometimes used. Charles Rosen, for example, claims that 'no description of
sonata form can be given that will fit the Haydn quartets but not the majority
of forms in a Mozart opera'; and Tim Carter says flatly that 'the sonata principle
governs nearly all Classical instrumental and vocal forms'.34
Whether the term is 'form' or 'principle', the paradigm implicitly offered
by these and countless other writers has several basic features: a strong polarity
between the tonic and a contrasting key (usually the dominant); a highly
articulated return to the tonic, typically following a section that withholds the
tonic while modulating several times; and a concluding section in the tonic
that balances and resolves the earlier harmonic tensions. It is this balancing
and resolution aspect that seems critical. Writers often see the return of earlier
melodic material, particularly that from the second key area of the exposition,
as an 'ideal' structural solution;35 yet when dealing with operatic pieces they
are constrained to acknowledge the frequent absence of such a melodic return,
often invoking the dramatic situation as justification. Writing about the Act
III sextet in Figaro, for instance, Rosen admits that 'the harmonic structure
and the proportions outweigh the letter of the melodic pattern', while in demonstrating the sonata aesthetic of the Act II sextet in Don Giovanni he notes
the imbalances caused by 'dramaticexigency'.36This sort of argument is problematic precisely because it is irrefutable. By beginning with the supposition that
operatic numbers rely on sonata form, one ensures a predictableresult: all formal
elements congruent with sonata form confirm the initial hypothesis, while incongruities are ascribed to dramatic necessities of one sort or another. What is
more, such an analytic approach relegates the poetry and story of an opera
33

The principles outlined here apply in different ways to other examples, such as Figaro's
'Se vuol ballare'and 'Non pii andrai'from Act I of Figaro. For a recent analysis of the
latter see James Webster, 'To Understand Verdi and Wagner We Must Understand
Mozart', 19th-Century Music, 11 (1987-88), 181.
34 Charles Rosen, The Classical
Style (New York, 1971), 296; and Carter (see n. 2), 90.
See also Joseph Kerman, Opera as Drama (1956; rev. edn, Berkeley and Los Angeles,
1988), 58-63, and Nachum Schoffman, 'Vocal Sonata Forms of Mozart', Current
Musicology, 28 (1979), 19-29.
35 Carter, 102-3.
36
Rosen (see n. 34), 295, 296-301.
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to second-classstatus, largelyignoringthem until they are needed to account
for a formal'anomaly'.
It is in this context significantthat discussionsof sonataform in Mozart's
operasconsideralmost exclusivelyensemblesratherthan arias,and that most
referencesto arias involve Idomeneo ratherthan the Italiancomic operas:37
the ariasin both Mozartianand non-Mozartianopera buffa all too often fail
to conform to all-embracingsonata-formprescriptions.As MichaelRobinson
says:

The appearance
of [...] non-recapitulatory
structures
in ariasof the 1770sand1780s
weregettingoutof theframeofmindofbelieving
thatformalised
suggeststhatcomposers
returnsof musicalmaterialor of textwerenecessaryin solo items[...] 'Returns'of
one kindor anotherin theseitemstheremay be, but theseformalisedgesturesare
lessheavilyemphasised
thantheyusedto be.38
And our analyseswould seem to confirm Robinson'spoint. A tonal return
of the type normallyassociatedwith the start of a sonatarecapitulationmay
be markedin severalways. Various devices create a point of closure before
a return:a strong cadenceor half-cadence,or a rhythmicpatternthat closes
on a downbeatfollowedby rests.Alternatively,changesin dynamicsandtexture,
perhapswith a preparatorydominantpedal, call attentionto what is about
to happen.The moment of returnitself can be highlightedby the restatement
of a previouslyheardtheme(particularlythe openingtheme,creatinga so-called
double return39)or by the presentationof a new theme. But neither'L'anno
millesettecento'nor 'Apriteun po" adoptstheseprocedures;insteadthey return
unobtrusivelyto the tonic within a phrase.ClearlySalieriand Mozartdid not
regardthe momentof returnas a crucialjuncturein the formof thesearias.
Whatremainsof the instrumentally-based
'sonataprinciples'describedabove
is the polarity between tonic and dominantand the notion of a concluding
tonicsectionthatresolvesearlierharmonictensions.Andhereit seemsimportant
to distinguishbetween the characteristicsof specificforms and common, even
ubiquitous,featuresof Classicalmusic. With the exceptionof variationforms,
virtuallyall instrumentaland vocal movementsof this period move from the
tonic to a contrastingkey, and then they returnto the tonic, continuingfor
some time ratherthan concludingimmediatelyon arrivalback in I. But the
fact thatnearlyall Classicalvocal andinstrumentalmovementsrely on the same
overall tonal plan - I-V-I (or I-V-X-I)40 - does not mean that the tonal
plan
37

38
39

40

Kerman(seen. 34) usesthe trio 'Ah, taci,ingiustocore'fromAct II of Don Giovanni
(63-8);Rosen'sprincipalexampleis the sextet'Riconosciin questoamplesso'fromAct
III of Figaro(290-5);Carterreliesmainlyon 'Cosasento!tosto andate',the Act I trio
fromFigaro(95-104).For discussionsof Idomeneosee Kerman,82-5, Rosen,306-7, and
JehoashHirshberg,'FormalandDramaticAspectsof SonataFormin Mozart'sIdomeneo',
MusicReview, 38 (1977),192-210.
Robinson,in Carter(seen. 2), 24.
In an ariaor ensemble,it is a triplereturnif the beginningof the textalsoreturns.See
Hunter(n. 22), 34.
Thisformulationof the 'key-areaform'is discussedin LeonardG. Ratner,ClassicMusic:
Form,andStyle(New YorkandLondon,1980),209-47.
Expression,
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has the same role, or the same significance, in all contexts. Operatic movements
differ from instrumental ones in obvious but important ways: they have texts,
they occur in dramatic situations, and they convey information about characters
and stories. And precisely because operatic numbers communicate in these
additional ways, they may not function as do instrumental forms.
In an instrumental movement, for example, the division between first and
second groups - or the articulation at the end of the exposition and the start
of the recapitulation - is clearly indicated, in part to communicate a sense of
the size and shape of the overall movement. Without such moments one might
fail to perceive the balances and relationships built into a form, for example
the similarities and differences between exposition and recapitulation. However,
musical demarcation of these divisions may not be crucial in an operatic number,
where attention can be directed to the presentation of character, the particular
qualities of a text or a striking dramatic conflict. In 'L'anno mille settecento',
we enjoy the smugness of Rusticone's last two stanzas and have no objection
to rehearingthem after an intervening section of patter, despite the formal redundancy. As we have seen, the envoi, delivered aside, immediately follows the
penultimate, summing-up stanza in bar 69. In this case the clearly marked end
of the exposition typical of a sonata form is dramatically valuable, indicating
the end of Rusticone's public presentation. But an articulated return to the
tonic would give too great an importance to the opening of this final section,
which is after all an aside. Instead Salieri introduces the quatrainquietly, letting
it build to an energetic cadence (at bar 81) and unobtrusively returning to the
tonic. Because the dramatic situation and the organisation of the text in 'Aprite
un po" are different from 'L'anno mille settecento', Mozart's musical organisation differs in some respects from Salieri's. As Figaro's words portray a man
whose jealousy gradually makes him more and more angry, the musical setting
builds continuously in energy and excitement. Its first important point of formal
articulation occurs only after the entire text has been sung through (at bar 70),
setting up a typical restatement of earlier text and a repetition of the climactic
patter section.
Thus within a formal structure common to a great many buffa arias, 'L'anno
mille settecento' and 'Aprite un po" exhibit distinct and individual responses
to the needs of their texts. Salieri separatesRusticone's narrativefrom his peroration while Mozart builds gradually and continuously from Figaro's opening
statements to his comic metaphors, only to repeat the process in condensed
fashion. Even given the extent of possible variations, however, the relevance
of sonata-form features to these ariasseems limited, at least beyond the presence
of an exposition. They contain no recapitulatory tonic restatement of either
first group or second group material from the exposition. (Indeed, much of
the thematic material in these expositions is considerably less distinctive than
that normally found in the exposition of an instrumental movement.) They
do of course present long closing tonic sections that balancethe earlierdepartures
from the tonic; but, as mentioned before, so does nearly every instrumental
and vocal movement of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. And the term
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'sonata form', if we apply it so broadly as to encompass all such pieces, loses
its usefulness to distinguish some musical forms from others.
It is hardly a mystery why our current understanding of Classical period
opera depends on formal models derived from instrumental music. As James
Webster observes, 'serious and responsible analysis of opera is scarcely two
decades old, against a tradition of nearly two centuries for Classical period
instrumental music'.41 Analysis of symphonies and quartets has long relied
on formal approaches, in no small part because of the great formal clarity of
much of this music. But there is an additional factor: the Classical composers
whose operas most interest us (particularly Mozart, but also Haydn) were also
masters of instrumental music. It has thus seemed doubly appropriate to think
of their operatic works in instrumental terms.
Recent writers on nineteenth-century opera have been quicker than those
working in the eighteenth century to recognise the fundamentally different concerns that shape operatic and instrumental music of their respective periods.
In discussing Joseph Kerman's essay on Tristan, 'Opera as Symphonic Poem',
Carolyn Abbate calls attention to the important messages of Kerman's title:
'Symphonic',then, makesboth a statementabout the relationshipof music to poetry
or stageddrama,and a value judgementconcerningthe music:the one, that we need
not appealto externalelements- whose relationto the music may be tenuous- to
accountfor musicalevents;the other, thatthe musicis 'unified'or 'coherent'in purely
musicalterms.42
Her statement loses none of its force if we substitute 'sonata form' for 'symphonic'. And the claims she challenges in Kerman's title need to be addressed
in connection with Mozart's operas as well as Wagner's. We do need to appeal
to the 'external elements' of poetic text and stage action to account fully for
the music of a Mozart aria or ensemble; and we cannot take the purely musical
coherence of such a piece as a given.
Thus far the tradition of seeing Mozart's operatic music in instrumental terms
remains to be decisively confronted.43 Nonetheless, certain requirements for
a more appropriate analytic method seem clear. It should begin with the text,
and examine the music as a setting of that text; and it should deal explicitly
with the appropriate expressive and structural conventions, and with the needs
of the singer and the particular moment in the drama. By locating an individual
number or an entire opera within a more fully defined context, such an approach
promises a more complete understanding of how the norms of operatic writing
shape even the most original and challenging works: works such as Mozart's
three late masterpieces of opera buffa.
41 Webster
(see n. 33), 179.
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Carolyn Abbate, 'Wagner, "On Modulation", and Tristan', Cambridge OperaJournal,
1 (1989), 35. Kerman's essay is in Opera as Drama (see n. 34), 158-77.
See Webster (n. 33) for a critical survey of analytic approaches to late-eighteenth-century
opera.

